2020 IHSAA FOOTBALL SEMIFINALS
CLASS 3A
Thursday, November 12, 2020 – 7:30 p.m.
XAVIER, CEDAR RAPIDS vs. NORTH SCOTT, ELDRIDGE

XAVIER Saints (10-0)

Rankings - AP: 1; RI: 3
Playoff Appearances – 17
Head coach – Duane Schulte, 27th season, 208-81
Pronunciation guide – Butkowski [But-cow-ski], Mautino [Ma-teen-oh], Bioche [Bee-osh], Hiserote [Hi-zer-ote], Rocca [Rock- ah], Eberle [Ebb-er-lee], Trcka [Tur-chka], D’Almeida [Day-all-maw-da], Tvedt [Tweet], Diebold [Dee-bold]

NORTH SCOTT Lancers (7-1)

Rankings - AP: 9; RI: NR
Playoff Appearances – 17
Titles (Year) – None
Head coach – Kevin Tippet, 14th season, 102-44
Pronunciation guide – N/A

STATISTICS
The IHSAA is supplying box scores and live stats online (State Playoff Central) for all semifinal and final games. Season statistics are available via QuikStatsIowa. Rankings listed below through latest postings of Associated Press and Radio Iowa polls.

INTERVIEWS
Postgame interviews will be conducted in or around the classroom at the end of the NE tunnel. Locker room access is prohibited for at the UNI-Dome. Do not delay coaches or players on the field or after award ceremonies.

MEDIA INFORMATION

www.iahsaa.org Twitter: @IHSAA Communications director: ccuellar@iahsaa.org

RULES
Please complete your work and move when media covering the next game are present and need a seat.
Radio stations have 12 minutes after the final whistle to wrap up game coverage.
This is a working press box: No cheering.